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Abstract: As an increasing number of groups – professional indexers, authors, readers, and even 

automated tools such as term extractors – tackle the challenge of describing document contents, 

the time is right to conduct a recipient evaluation of these different key words lists to see which 

ones users perceive to be the most helpful for identifying relevant materials. 
 

 

There are numerous longstanding challenges associated with describing the “aboutness” 

of a document (e.g. Hutchins 1977, 1978). Over time, the issues are becoming more 

complex as different players are turning their hand to this challenge. Once seen as 

principally the role of professional indexers (e.g. Hutchins 1977, 1978), content 

description is now undertaken by others as well, such as authors (e.g. Névéol et al. 2010) 

and users (e.g. Kehoe and Gee 2010; Woolwine et al. 2011). Moreover, there have even 

been attempts to automate content description to some degree, such as automatic 

indexing (Nazarenko and Aït El Mekki 2007). 

 

Up to this point in time, the vast majority of research on content description has been 

carried out by information scientists. However, we would like to respectfully suggest that 

this could be an opportune time to look outside information science and to investigate 

what is happening with regard to content description in other fields, to see whether there 

are practices elsewhere that might be of interest. One potential area of overlapping 

interests could be the field of terminology, where automatic term extraction tools are 

under active development (e.g. Heylen and De Hertog 2015; Bowker and Delsey 2016).  

 

Inspired by the work of Kipp (2011a/b), who conducted a comparative evaluation of user, 

author and professional indexing, we extended research in this area by including a fourth 

category in our own comparative analysis: keywords that were generated by an automatic 

term extractor called TermoStat (Drouin 2003). In this way, we sought to explore 

whether automated objective textual analysis could be a complement to more subjective 

content description techniques that draw on intuition. 

 

Frequency can certainly be one potential indicator of a word’s importance in a text, but it 

is not sufficient as a sole measure of “aboutness”. TermoStat is a term extractor that 

works by comparing the contents of a specialized text against a much larger general 

reference corpus to identify those words in the specialized text that are unusually frequent 

as compared to their frequency in larger general reference corpus (i.e., a measure of the 

frequency of disproportionate occurrence). 

 

The corpus used for this pilot study consisted of four chapters taken from a scholarly 

edited collection in the discipline of Translation Studies. The volume has a back-of-the-
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book index that was produced by an indexing professional. The author of each individual 

chapter also provided a list of key words corresponding to that chapter. A PhD student in 

the discipline read each chapter—without having access to either the back-of-the-book 

index or the author recommended key words—and supplied a list of key words for each 

chapter, thus representing the user perspective. Finally, TermoStat was used to generate a 

keyword list for each chapter automatically. 

 

To explore whether end users found certain types of content descriptor lists to be more 

useful than others, we conducted a recipient evaluation where we asked 24 graduate 

students and professors who conduct research in the field of Translation Studies to read 

one of the chapters without reference to the various content descriptor lists. After reading 

the chapter, they were shown (in random order) the four corresponding lists as produced 

by: 

 

(A) –  author 

(R) – reader  

(P) – professional indexer  

(T) – TermoStat automatic term extractor 

 

After consulting the lists, they were asked to rank them from best to worst according to 

how well they perceived that each list described the contents of the chapter. Owing to the 

small number of participants and the variation in individual preferences, the data for the 

pilot study is inconclusive; however, the results do suggest some possible trends: 

 

• The content descriptor lists produced by professional indexer were ranked last on 

average. 

• The content descriptor lists produced by “non experts” (i.e., readers and TermoStat) were 

never ranked last, and so appears it appears that the non-experts in this pilot study 

produced more helpful lists than the “experts” (i.e. the professional indexer and the 

authors). 

• The various lists appear to be complementary (i.e., not a lot of overlap in content), which 

suggests that a collaborative approach to identifying content descriptors could be 

beneficial. 

• Perhaps most notable is the fact that lists produced by TermoStat were never 

ranked last, and in the amalgamated results, they placed second overall. This 

would suggest that automated tools have something to contribute.  

Further work is needed to generate a larger set of data in order to confirm or refute the 

above observations.  
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